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When operating in dark and confined spaces, the capacity of the robots
to localise in an absolute reference frame is of utmost importance. This
letter presents an absolute localisation system, using deep 3D land-
marks, for known confined spaces. The system estimates the robot’s
relative localisation using visual inertial odometry. Local deep 3D
landmarks are extracted from the robot’s view. Similar 3D landmarks
are, also, extracted from the prior map which are then registered with
the local landmarks to provide absolute localisation via an extended
Kalman filter. To the best of knowledge, deep 3D feature registration
has not been used before for absolute localisation. The proposed local-
isation system is tested within a representative application area—i.e.
a structured, confined space—and the results indicate greater accuracy
and lower processing time when compared to mainstream 3D registra-
tion approaches.

Introduction: Localising within industrial dark and confined spaces can
be a challenging task in robot applications. Structured areas, such as
industrial environments, often contain featureless surfaces hindering vi-
sual tracking or recognition. Visual localisation systems are known to
produce at best 1% error [1, 2] which is also unbounded without some
prior knowledge or re-observation. Repetitive patterns — of both visual
and structural nature—can make loop closure, and in extension abso-
lute localisation, prone to errors. Furthermore, occlusions can diminish
the accuracy of visual inertial odometry (VIO) systems, while low light
conditions limit the number of reliable visual landmarks. Additionally,
environmental attributes, such as dust, can introduce noise to sensors
and, in consequence to the estimation.

Using structural features from confined spaces for absolute locali-
sation has been previously investigated in [3], however the landmarks
were custom designed to represent use case-specific structural attributes.
Another approach investigated by the authors in [4], is to fuse posi-
tions from a pre-installed ultra wide band(UWB) satellite system with a
VIO pose estimate. Even though this method could be suitable for ware-
houses, it is not possible to equip all the relevant GNSS-denied confined
spaces with UWB systems. Another application area for GNSS-denied
absolute localisation is the robotics space exploration [5, 6]. A differ-
ent approach could be the referencing of online data to offline 3D mod-
els (stemming either from CAD or from previous stereo reconstruction
[7, 8]).

Absolute localisation using 3D geometric features has become an
interesting research subject due to the rise of better feature detection
[9, 10] and robust registration approaches [11–12]. The aforementioned,
novel registration approaches have been applied to the problem of object
pose estimation, rather than robot localisation. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work employing deep 3D feature registration for
absolute localisation in industrial confined spaces.

In this letter we propose an absolute localisation system for confined
spaces using deep 3D geometric features extracted from point clouds.
Extracting geometric features from both the preexisting map and the cur-
rent field of view of the robot, we find the relative pose between the two
point clouds to obtain an absolute pose in the map frame. Due to the
computational cost of the point cloud registration, we employ VIO—
which provides high frequency relative localisation—and couple it with
the absolute pose at a lower frequency, via an extended Kalman filter.

Using state of the art deep geometric feature descriptors, on both the
robot’s field of view and the already available CAD models of confined

spaces, we can extract better point correspondences between the clouds.
Combining these correspondences with a fast and outlier-robust regis-
tration algorithm results in better registration performance compared to
previous methods. Furthermore, fusing a fast robust VIO relative local-
isation system with the registration, gives rise to a reliable absolute lo-
calisation system even in highly repetitive structural environments.

The rest of the letter will describe the system architecture, the exper-
iments conducted in a real-world confined area, and the performance of
the system with regards to position accuracy and computational time.

System Description: The proposed localisation system, Figure 1, con-
sists of two modules, the first of which is pose estimation based on 3D
point cloud registration. The second module contains the filter, which
rejects 3D registrations with sudden motion changes, and fuses the 3D
registered pose estimations with VIO estimates to increase the update
rate of the resulting absolute pose estimation.

To extract features in both the map and sensor point cloud, we
employ a 3D deep convolutional neural network-based algorithm, i.e.
3DSmoothNet [9], which comprises a two-part pipeline. The first part is
a voxelised smoothed density value (SDV) representation, which is com-
puted per interest point and aligned to the local reference frame (LRF) to
achieve rotation invariance. The second part is the Siamese deep learn-
ing architecture which receives as input the normalised 3D SDV voxel
grid. The result of the 3DSmoothNet pipeline is a feature descriptor for
the given interest points in the point cloud. The interest points are se-
lected randomly—approximately 50% of all points in the map and 25%
of the sensor point cloud. By randomly selecting points in both clouds,
we minimise the computational load while maintaining a high probabil-
ity of acquiring correspondences. The feature descriptors of the interest
points are organised in k-d trees to allow the efficient correspondences
search between the map and sensor point cloud.

The noisy corresponding points are fed into a robust registration al-
gorithm, i.e. TEASER++ [11] which calculates the transformation be-
tween the map and sensor cloud. In an ideal case, where no outliers exist
among the correspondences, the registration can be defined as a nonlin-
ear least squares solution, as follows:

min
s>0,R∈SO(3),t∈R3

N∑
i=1

1

σ 2
i

‖bi − sRai − t‖2 (1)

where the minimisation is performed over the scale s, the rotation R,
and the translation t. Due to the metric environment of the use case, a
scale of 1 can be assumed and, therefore, no additional computational
resources will be spent on estimating the scale. The 3D correspondence
points are notated as a and b, where (ai, bi) represent a correspondence
pair between the map and sensor point cloud features and N represents
the total number of corresponding points. Due to the noisy measure-
ments of the point cloud reconstruction, a Gaussian noise with isotropic
covariance described by σ 2 is included. However, for most real world
cases, correspondences with zero outliers cannot be safely assumed [11]
and therefore the robust registration can be performed using a truncated
least squares function 2, as follows:

min
s>0,R∈SO(3),t∈R3

N∑
i=1

min

(
1

β2
i

‖bi − sRai − t‖2, c2

)
(2)

Equation (2) describes a least squares solution of measurements with
small residuals (≤ c̄2), where βi is a given bound of the noise. This noise
bound is set as the maximum error expected from an inlier or 3σ . Large
residuals (> c̄2) are discarded. In our experimental setup, c̄ is set to 1.

To simplify the solution, the rotation and translation are decoupled in
TEASER++, as expressed by Equations (3) and (4) respectively.

R̂ = arg min
R∈SO(3)

K∑
k=1

min

(∥∥b̄k − ŝRāk

∥∥
δ2

k

, c̄2

)
(3)

Firstly, to estimate R̂, we want to minimise the distance between corre-
sponding points expressed as b̄k and āk , with a bounded noise δk . Us-
ing the estimated rotation, the translation can then be determined by
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Fig. 1 The pipeline of the proposed absolute localisation system. The main
parts of the system are the feature extraction (using 3DSmoothNet), robust
3D point registration (using TEASER++), and the extended Kalman filter
which fuses the pose estimate from the registration algorithm with a visual-
inertial pose

Fig. 2 Illustration of a correct(left) and wrong(right) match with the point
clouds used in the experiments, where the map is shown in grey and the sen-
sor points in colour. The geometric similarity of repeated structured environ-
ments can cause errors when matching without prior location information.
These wrong matches are avoided using simple filtering techniques

Equation (4). The translation is acquired component-wise, i.e. the en-
tries t1, t2, t3 of t are computed independently. Large residuals (> c̄2)
are, as in the previous equations, discarded:

t̂ j = arg min
t j

N∑
i=1

min

((
t j − [bi − ŝR̂ai] j

)2

β2
i

, c̄2

)
(4)

An analytic derivation of the aforementioned formulation can be found
in [11]. Via the registration, we obtain the pose of the robot in the map.
The registration assumes no knowledge about previous poses and a sim-
ple motion filter and an extended Kalman filter are introduced to improve
the pose estimate. To obtain a better estimate, the pose from the 3D reg-
istration is evaluated by a motion filter, which rejects movements with
velocity above 0.3 m/s. The filtered pose is then used in an extended
Kalman filter along with the VIO pose. The result of the Kalman filter is
an absolute pose estimate in the map.

Experimental Setup: The proposed localisation system has been tested
within a representative structured and confined space, specifically a
mock-up model of a topside water ballast tank (WBT) onboard a marine
cargo vessel. The structure of these confined spaces are often known.
The localisation system can use this information in the form of a point
cloud extracted from the CAD drawings, which we consider as the map.
The environment, or the map, the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has
to localise itself in, can be seen in Figure 2. The experimental UAV was
equipped with an RGB-D camera which generates RGB images and 3D
point clouds at a frequency of 15 Hz. To estimate the position of the
UAV, the point cloud stemming from the sensor is matched to the map
point cloud. The registration is based on TEASER++ [11] and uses
features generated by 3DSmoothNet [9] which utilises a deep learning
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Fig. 3 Position error for tested methods: ICP registration using: 3DSmooth-
Net features; TEASER++ using 3DSmoothNet features; and TEASER using
FPFH features

Table 1. The mean and standard deviation (Std.) of the Euclidean
position error, in meters, of the tested methods: ICP with 3DSmooth-
Net features, TEASER++ with FPFH, TEASER++ with 3DSmooth-
Net, ROVIO, and our EKF filtered absolute localisation solution

3DSN+ICP FPFH+TEASER 3DSN+TEASER ROVIO Our

Mean 0.715 1.842 1.094 0.1724 0.102

Std. 1.138 1.304 1.153 0.0564 0.050

architecture to extract 3D features from point clouds. To compare the
performance of our system, two other setups were tested. The first setup
is based on the extraction of FPFH [13] features, and registration using
TEASER++. To maximise the quality of the FPFH setup, features were
calculated for all points in both the map and the sensor point cloud. The
pose estimate from each solution was compared to a groundtruth, which
was estimated using ArUco markers mounted inside the mockup-model.
From the position error in Figure 3 it can be seen that the FPFH solution
has large errors on all three axis and, therefore, cannot register correctly
the sensor and map point clouds. To get better matches we, therefore, in-
troduce 3DSmoothNet feature descriptors, while maintaining TEASER
as the registration algorithm (shown as the red line in the Figure 3).
As the last comparison setup, ICP registration was used based on the
features from 3DSmoothNet(3DSN) and the points in map and sensor
clouds. The registration for all tests was performed at 0.1 Hz. From Fig-
ure 3 it can be seen that both 3DSmoothNet(3DSN) with TEASER++
and the ICP test show sudden errors of around ±2 meters on the x-axis.
Due to the similarity between the two compartments of the WBT, the
sensor cloud is being matched to the wrong compartment, which results
in large jumps in the matched pose. An example of a correct and wrong
match is shown in Figure 2. These jumps are rejected by a motion filter
which rejects updates with a velocity larger than 0.3 m/s, before the es-
timated pose from TEASER is published to the extended Kalman filter,
as shown in Figure 1. The extended Kalman filter fuses the pose from
TEASER++ with a VIO estimate from ROVIO [14] using a ROS im-
plementation of a generic Kalman filter. The VIO pose has the benefit of
a fast update rate but will tend to drift over time. By fusing the accurate
but slow pose from the 3D registration with the fast VIO estimate, the
final accurate absolute pose can be acquired with the high update rate
from the VIO system. The result of the whole localisation pipeline is
shown in Figure 4, where it is clear that the position error for ROVIO
increases, while the filtered EKF pose error is small. The mean and stan-
dard deviation of the tested methods can be seen in Table 1.

Computational Time: An important aspect to all localisation systems is
the computational time to acquiring a pose estimate. The computational
time for our proposed approach(3DSN+TEASER) is illustrated in
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Fig. 4 The position error of our filtered system (notated as “filtered”)
compared to the standalone TEASER++ using 3DSmoothNet (notated as
TEASER), and the ROVIO pose estimate (notated as ROVIO). Because of
ROVIO’s relative localisation, an increasing error is visible on the x axis, but
due to little movement (±1m) in the experiment on the y and z axis, the drift
in ROVIO is limited on these two axes
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Fig. 5 The average computational time for each element in the 3D
registration methods; (i) ICP registration using 3DSmoothNet fea-
tures (3DSN+ICP), (ii) TEASER++ registration using FPFH fea-
tures (FPFH+TEASER), (iii) TEASER++ using 3DSmoothNet features
(3DSN+TEASER)

Figure 5 and is compared to the FPFH and ICP setups. To have a fair
comparison, all the tests were conducted on a CPU, and no GPU was
used for 3DSmoothNet, despite the fact that an even better performance
would be expected by using a GPU. In Figure 3 it can be seen that
the ICP registration with 3DSmoothNet features has fewer outliers than
3DSN+TEASER++, but this accuracy comes with a computational
cost. The computational costs of the three methods are shown in Fig-
ure 5, where it can be seen that the combination of 3DSmoothNet(3DSN)
and teaser is more than twice as fast as the ICP solution. It is worth notic-
ing that the correspondence search is significantly slower with the FPFH
solution since it is based on all points in the point cloud. This was nec-
essary to get the best registrations with TEASER++ and, therefore, it
provides the lowest possible error for the 3D point matches.

Conclusion: In this letter we have proposed an absolute localisation sys-
tem for confined spaces using VIO and deep geometric features, which
is able to accurately estimate the position of an UAV in a confined space.
The experimental results in real environment indicate that our absolute
localisation system outperforms standard feature detection approaches

such as FPFH, and lowers the computational time from scan to registra-
tion, compared to previous methods. Furthermore, fusing the pose of the
registration with a VIO estimate in an extended Kalman filter increases
the robustness in similar structural environments and can increase the
update-rate of the absolute pose estimation. Future improvements to the
system can be achieved by the inclusion of faster deep geometric feature
descriptors which will further robustify the 3D point cloud registration.
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